We can encode rare events with overhead about 1.56 bits/event. The contribution of the overhead to the total length of the code is negligible.
Introduction
An injective mapping of a set of words S into a set of binary words of a length L is called an enumeration of S; the number
is called the redundancy or the overhead of the enumeration, |S| being the cardinality of S, log being binary.
The encoding and decoding are performed by a computer. We count its running time in operations over bits, which we call bit ops. We want to reach a very high coding and decoding speed keeping the redundancy below some level. We say that an algorithm is per bit linear if its running time equals the length of the input to within a constant factor.
We are concerned with two sets: the set of rare events and the set of pyramid cubic lattices.
First, the set of rare events S(n, p). It is defined as the set of binary words of length n in which the one (rare event) appears p times, n → ∞, p → ∞, p n → 0. Second, pyramid cubic lattices. We denote by ||x|| the l 1 -norm of a vector x = (x 1 , ..., x p ). A p-dimensional pyramid with side n is the set {x : ||x|| ≤ n}, n > 0; its surface is the set {x : ||x|| = n}. A (surface) pyramid cubic lattice is the set of vectors with nonnegative integer coordinates which belong to a (surface) pyramid.
An enumeration of pyramid surface lattices gives an enumeration of pyramid lattices.
The problems to encode mentioned sets are equivalent. Any binary word can be represented as a sequence of the lengths of runs of zeroes separated by ones.
For simplicity sake we suppose in the sequel p = 2 t , t = 0, 1, ...
We present per bit linear enumerations of the above sets. Their redundancy divided either by the number of events or by the dimension is asymptotically bounded. We estimate the bound for rare events and pyramid cubic lattices as 1.56.
If n p goes to infinity, then the length of the code divided by p goes to infinity as well. Hence, the contribution of the redundancy of our code to the total length of the code goes to zero.
To enumerate those sets we use a modification of the "salary dividing" algorithm of [6] . Its idea is as follows. Let x = (x 1 , ..., x p ) be a p-dimensional vector, x i be integers, x i ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., p, ||x|| = n. We will successively subdivide x into halves (x 1 , ..., x p/2 ), (x 1+p/2 , ..., x p ), then into quarters, etc.
Starting at x itself we give each subvector a subcode by one and the same rule: if the current subvector is x , we take the norm of its left half in binary notation supplemented by several zeroes up to the length of the binary notation of x . The word obtained is the subcode of x . We concatenate without commas all subcodes: the subcode of x, the subcode of its left, then right half, and so on. The concatenation is the code of x. We show in the Theorem that 1. x can be reconstructed from its code and ||x||.
2. the code is not very lengthy 3. the coding and decoding are per bit linear.
History
Now we consider briefly well-known algorithms of enumerations of pyramid cubic lattices and runs of rare events. Babkin [7] proposed the following method. Let h(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k−1 , 0) where x i is a binary digit be a number elements of S(n, p) having sequence x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k−1 , 0 as a prefix. Then the numbers of (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ S(n, p) in lexicographic order equals n i=1 x i h(x 1 , . . . , x i−1 , 0). Babkin's code of (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is the binary notation of this sum. It is clear that Babkin's algorithm enumerates S(n, p) without redundancy. The length of Babkin's code of x ∈ S(n, p) is asymptotically equal to
where n → ∞, p → ∞, p n → 0. Let us estimate coding and decoding speed of this algorithm. If
To find the code word it is necessary to add p numbers n−k p−w at least. It requires about p 2 log n bit ops or about p times greater then the length of input i.e. Babkin's algorithm is not per bit linear. In addition it is necessary to calculate or to store binomial coefficients. Cover's [8] algorithm is analogous. Pan and Fischer's [5] extend this algorithm for enumeration of the cubic lattices of weighted pyramids. The length of Shannon's code x is 52.
To enumerate the lengths of runs of zeroes we can use any prefix code of integers. Elias [3] developed some codes of the kind. The most simple of them is γ . The code γ (y) is the binary notation of y having log y zeroes as a prefix. For example the code 5 is 00101.
The length of γ code of x is 51.
The most condensed (for large integer) Elias's code ω [3] is analogical to Levenstein's code [4] . Let Bin y be the binary notation of an integer y without the first one. The series of the functions log (n) y is defined by induction: log (1) y = log y and log (n) y = log (n−1) y . The length of Levenstein's code of x is 60.
Some original prefix code of integers are constructed in [10] [11] [12] .
R.Ahlswede and other [9] gave detail review of all known algorithms of prefix coding integers. In addition they proved asymptotic (where y → ∞) inequality for any prefix code f based on Kraft inequality
where r = log * y, and e is the base of natural logarithm. Thus, the lengths of prefix codes of p integers coded separately is asymptotically greater then
where n is the sum of integers. All mentioned prefix codes have very high coding and decoding speed but their redundancy greater then log (2) n p per bit. Fast Golomb's code [13] is efficient as p n → ε, where 0 < ε << 1. The redundancy of this code was estimated in [14] .
The Table 1 displays the results discussed. 
Enumeration of Pyramid Cubic Lattices
We introduce first some definitions and relations.
Let Bin x be the binary notation of an integer x: Bin 0 = 0, Bin 1 = 1, Bin 2 = 10, etc. We denote by |w| the length of a binary word w. Then |Bin 0| = |Bin 1| = 1, |Bin 2| = 2. Obviously,
Suppose we have nonnegative numbers y 1 , ..., y k , k ≥ 1. By (2) we obtain for the total length of their binary notations:
The arithmetic mean -geometric mean inequality yields:
From (3) and (4):
We need binary trees. Each node of a tree is identified with a binary word σ. The root is identified with ∅; the left (right) son of σ is 0 (1). A node σ belongs to the |σ|-th level of the tree.
Every node is put into correspondence with a subvector of x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x p ). The root corresponds to x, leaves correspond to coordinates of x. If σ corresponds to a subvector x σ , then σ0 (σ1) corresponds to the left (right) half of x. E.g., 0 → (x 1 , ..., x p/2 ); 1 → (x 1+p/2 , ..., x p ). By the definition,
Theorem 1 There is a per bit linear enumeration of a p dimensional pyramid cubic lattice with side n by L-length binary words, L ≤ p log n p +3p − log n + p 2 n log e. The denumeration is per bit linear too.
The input of the enumeration algorithm is a sequence of a binary words x 1 , x 2 , ..., x p , x 1 + x 2 + ... + x p = n. The words are separated by commas. The output is a L-length binary word. The running time is O(L) bit ops. Vice versa, the denumeration produces those word from their L-length code.
Proof:
1.Enumeration.
Take a vector x = (x 1 , ..., x p ), ||x|| = n. We suppose p = 2 t , t > 0, for simplicity sake. We begin the enumeration with building a tlevel binary tree whose nodes correspond to subvectors of x. Next we label its nodes.
Let σ be a node, x σ be the corresponding subvector. We label σ by a binary word label σ, where label σ = 0 |Bin ||x σ || |−|Bin ||x σ0 || | Bin ||x σ0 ||.
Here 0 k means k consequent zeroes. The label of σ is the number ||x σ || in binary supplemented by senior zeroes up to the length |Bin ||x σ || |. Leaves are not labeled. By the definition,
For the total length L of all labels we have
We make summation in (10) first over levels, then over nodes of a level:
By virtue of (9), we rewrite (11) as
We apply inequality (5) to the inner sum in (12) , taking into account (7) . It yields
We need the formula for the sum of a geometric progression:
and its derivative:
These formulas and (13) give an upper bound L ≤ p(log(1 + n p )) + 3p − log n, n = ||x||, p = 2 t .
An inequality ln(1 + x) ≤ x allows us to rewrite (14) as
We build our tree inductively from the (t−1)-th level. According to (8) , the labels of the t − 1-th level are 0 |Bin ( 
2.Denumeration.
A vector x can be reconstructed from its code by a per bit linear algorithm. We separate the coordinates of x from the code of x one by one. The number ||x|| = n is known.
The decoding is done starting from the root. By (9) , the length of the label of the root is |label ∅| = |Bin ||x ∅ || | = |Bin n|. Take the initial |Bin n| letters of the code. Those letters make the word
ops. Go to the first level. Take the next |Bin ||x 0 || | bits of the code. They make label 0. The next |Bin ||x 1 || | bits give label 1.
The first level is done. Proceeding this way we find from the code the initial tree and all coordinates of x. The total number of bit ops
σ,|σ|=i |Bin ||x σ || |) = O(L) bit ops. Consider an example. Let x = (4, 25, 8, 17, 3, 14, 29, 20) . The corresponding tree with 8 leaves is on Fig. 1 . The leaves correspond to coordinates of x. By (8) , the label of the root is 0 |Bin ||x ∅ || |−|Bin ||x 0 || | Bin ||x 0 || ; the label of the left son of the root is 0 |Bin ||x 0 || |−|Bin ||x 00 || | Bin ||x 00 ||;
the label of the right son is 0 |Bin ||x 1 || |−|Bin ||x 10 || | Bin ||x 10 || and so on. 
Labels of the tree
To decode we take |Bin n| = |Bin 120| = 7 letters of the code.
We get 0110110. It is ||x 0 ||; |Bin ||x 0 || | = 6. We find ||x 1 Proof: Take a word x ∈ S(n, p). It consists of runs of zeroes separated by ones. Let the lengths of those runs be x 1 , ..., x p+1 , x i ≥ 0,
We conclude from (18) that the vector (x 1 , ..., x p+1 ) belongs to a p + 1-dimensional pyramid cubic lattice with the side n − p. Since p n → 0, the log-cardinality of this lattice is given by (17). Now the Corollary 2 follows (17) and the Theorem.
